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Device * Trade Name: Vanguard Reprocessed Pulse Oximeter Sensors

* Common Names: Pulse oximeter sensor, oximeter sensor, oxygen
transducer, 02 transducer
21 CFR 870.2700 - Oximeter, Reprocessed - Class II
Product Code NLF

Predicate * Nellcor Puritan Bennett, OxiMAX Pulse Oximetry System with N-595
Devices Pulse Oximeter and OxiMAX Sensors and Cables (aka "Accessories"),

K012891

Indications for The sensor is indicated for use in continuous noninvasive arterial oxygen
Use saturation and pulse rate monitoring.

Contra- This device should not be used on patients who exhibit allergic reactions to
indications the adhesive tape.

Continued on next page
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510(k) Summary of Safety & Effectiveness, Continued

Device Oximeter sensors are used with compatible pulse oximeters to noninvasively
Description continually monitor oxygen saturation and pulse rate. The primary

components of the sensors are light-emitting diodes (red and infrared LED)
and a photosensor. These components are embedded within a taping system
to wrap the sensor around a patient's finger, foot or hand so that the LED and
photosensor are directly opposite each other. As light is emitted and received
across the vascular bed, the rates of absorption at the two wavelengths vary
depending upon the ratios of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin
within the blood. The pulse oximeter detects the changes in absorption and
utilizes an algorithm to calculate the corresponding pulse rate (beats/minute)
and percent arterial oxygen saturation.

Vanguard receives previously used pulse oximeter sensors from healthcare
facilities; cleans, reworks, (replaces the tape [all patient-contacting
materials]), inspects, tests, repackages and sterilizes the devices; and returns
them to a healthcare facility.

Technological Vanguard Reprocessed Pulse Oximeter Sensors are essentially identical to the
Characteristics original equipment manufacturer (OEM) devices. No changes are made to

the electro-optical components; the reprocessed sensors possess equivalent
technological characteristics.

Test Data Cleaning, sterilization, and packaging validations, and performance and
biocompatibility testing demonstrate that the reprocessed devices perform as
intended and are safe and effective.

Conclusion Based on the information provided herein and the 510(k) "Substantial
Equivalence" Decision Making Process Chart, we conclude that the Vanguard
Reprocessed Pulse Oximeter Sensors are substantially equivalent to their
predicate devices under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.
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